Catabolite activator protein (CAP) is a dimeric molecule (Mr = 2 X 22,500) involved in transcription initiation of several catabolite-sensitive genes ofEscherichia coli The present communication proposes a model for the interaction of CAP with DNA. The model is based upon known geometrical features ofthe CAP molecule [McKay, D. B. & Steitz, T. A. (1981) Nature (London) 290, 744-749], which allow interaction between dyad-related a-helices of the dimeric protein and major grooves in adjacently aligned sections of right-handed B-DNA. These geometrical features suggest that in vivo CAP binding to closed-circular DNA involves CAP bridging adjacent loops of a DNA solenoidal coil. This interaction pattern is shown to be consistent with the geometrical and stoichiometric properties of nonspecifically bound CAP complexes observed by Chang et aL [Chang, J. J., Dubochet, J., Baudras, A., Blazy, B. & Takahashi, M. (1981) J. MoL BioL 150, 435-439]
Considerable interest attaches to the structural nature of interactions between proteins and DNA. Recently, x-ray structures oftwo DNA binding proteins involved in the regulation of gene expression have been reported, the bacteriophage A cro repressor protein (1) , which is involved in the lytic phase ofphage development (2) (3) (4) (5) , and the Escherichia coli catabolite activator protein (CAP) (6) , which functions in the cyclic AMP-dependent expression of several catabolite-sensitive gene operons (7) (8) (9) (10) . Although CAP and cro differ considerably in their overall tertiary folding, both molecules are active as dimers and incorporate individual subunits (1) or functional domains (6) related by two-fold rotational symmetry. This feature suggested models for the interactions of these proteins with DNA, which in both cases involved the packing of symmetry-related a-helices into the major grooves of DNA (11) . In the case ofcro repressor, the molecular dyad relates two antiparallel a-helices whose axes are about 30 A apart and so situated with respect to the remainder of the molecule to allow intimate interaction between the helices and the major grooves ofright-handed B-DNA (1) (Fig. la) . The CAP dimer also incorporates a symmetrical pair of anti-parallel helices whose axes are about 30 A apart. However, despite recent evidence suggesting that the DNA binding domains ofCAP and cro may be evolutionarily related (12) , the molecular dimers otherwise differ in the relative orientations oftheir dyadrelated a-helices. This is schematically shown in Fig. 1 a and b, which illustrate the approximate mirror relationship between the a-helix orientations in the CAP and cro molecules. Correspondingly, it was suggested (6) that CAP protein binds a lefthanded form of B-DNA (Fig. lb) . Although recent structural studies of left-handed forms of Z-DNA (13, 14) , as well as theoretical studies of left-handed B-DNA conformations (15, 16) , suggest that such alternative structures are energetically reasonable, unwinding experiments as yet give little evidence for left-handed regions in naturally occurring DNA (17) (18) (19) . The present communication describes an alternative model for CAP DNA binding which preserves features in common with the model previously described (6) but instead involves CAP interaction with right-handed B-DNA. The fundamental feature of this model is illustrated in Fig. ic. Here, two aligned righthanded DNA helices form a pattern of parallel major grooves which resembles that of a single left-handed helix of otherwise similar geometry. Consequently, a single CAP molecule can bind to this arrangement so that each CAP a-helix makes major groove interactions with sections of right-handed B-DNA. It is proposed that in vivo interactions between CAP and closed-circular DNA induce the formation of solenoidal DNA supercoils ( Fig. 2 ), thus resulting in the concomitant production of binding sites similar to those shown in Fig. ic. The proposed binding mode suggests several novel features of the CAP-DNA interaction that are related to both the facilitation of RNA polymerase binding and subsequent gene transcription.
Nonspecific CAP-DNA binding as a structural precedent for CAP-induced supercoil formation A bridging CAP interaction of the sort illustrated in Fig. ic necessitates the adjacent alignment of two sections of DNA double helix. Evidence for the structural nature of this interaction, as might be associated with CAP binding to closed-circular DNA in vivo, is suggested by recent electron microscopy studies of nonspecific CAP-DNA complexes (20) . Although sequence-specific CAP binding occurs only in the presence of cyclic AMP, CAP exhibits nonspecific DNA binding with 1/100th to 1/1,000th the affinity (21) .
Current proposals for protein-DNA complex formation envision the participation of both sequence-specific and non-sequence-specific interactions between the protein and DNA. Examples of the former include interactions between protein side chains and accessible base-pair hydrogen bonding groups Abbreviation: CAP, catabolite activator protein. * Present address: Dept. ofBiochemistry, Univ. ofArizona, Tucson, AZ 85721.
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The publication costs ofthis article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U. S. C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact. (1) . Two dyad-related a-helices of the cro dimer (shown as cylinders) fit into successive major grooves in right-handed B-DNA. Although successive major grooves of the DNA (shaded) repeat every 34 A along the direction of the DNA helix axis, a-helices oriented to follow the pitch of the grooves pack optimally when they are parallel and have their axes separated by about 30 A. (b) Arrangement of dyad-related helices in the CAP molecule. These bear an approximate mirror relationship relative to that observed in cro, and so appear to interact optimally with a left-handed form of B-DNA (6) . (c) The major grooves of two adjacent right-handed B-DNA helices can be readily aligned in parallel fashion to produce a pattern of grooves between helices which resemble that of a left-handed helix. CAP can consequently bind to such an arrangement without necessitating the formation of lefthanded DNA. in either major or minor DNA grooves (22, 23) , whereas the latter may involve either ionic and hydrogen bonding interactions with groups of the deoxyribose backbone or generalized hydrophobic packing effects between the protein and groups in the DNA grooves (24) . Available data on the relative magnitudes of sequence-specific vs. nonspecific binding constants suggest that nonspecific interactions make major contributions to the free energy ofcomplex formation (24) and, moreover, may play an important role in diffusional search processes ofproteins bound to DNA (25) . Consequently, non-specific CAP binding in the absence of effector cyclic AMP might reasonably be expected to manifest interactions characteristic offunctional binding, as consistent with a difference in specific vs. nonspecific DNA binding constant corresponding to the formation free energy of one to two additional hydrogen bonds.
Electron microscope examination of DNA completely decorated with CAP (20) shows long cylindrical rods 110 A in diameter, and optical diffraction patterns suggest the structure is organized as a long stack of helically dislocated disks about 41 A thick. These data, taken together with the measured 4: 1 length ratio of native to complexed DNA length, suggest that the DNA is organized as a tightly wound solenoidal supercoil. One possible arrangement might involve a DNA supercoil with a pitch of 41 A decorated with bound CAP molecules. Alternatively, a solenoidal structure can be envisioned in which the 41-A disc repeat corresponds to two solenoidal DNA wraps ( Fig.  3 ). This necessitates that the DNA have an effective packing diameter ofabout 20 A, which is somewhat less than the packing diameter of 25 A observed for B-DNA in hydrated fiber diffraction studies (26) , but closely approximates the value expected for a dehydrated specimen (27) . This latter arrangement is ofinterest in the current context, because model studies show that it can be decorated with CAP molecules so that each dimer a-helix makes extensive contacts with major grooves on adjacent DNA supercoil loops. As detailed in Fig. 3 , this arrangement can account for the observed geometric and stoichiometric properties of the complex, and it approximates a stack of helically dislocated discs that repeat with twice the axial repeat of the DNA (-2 x 20 A).
The unusual feature of this structure is the very tightly wrapped solenoidal conformation apparently attained by the DNA as a consequence ofCAP binding. Indeed, this is virtually the smallest radius supercoil structure possible for duplex DNA that can accommodate bridging CAP molecules. While DNA conformational studies suggest the structural feasibility of this tight supercoil (28) , estimates of the bend strain energy (29) Although this is a high value relative to that estimated for nucleosomes (30) and may reflect deviations from theory for highly bent coils, it is possible that multidentate protein-DNA interactions could yield energies of sufficient magnitude to bend DNA to such small radii. Such effects on DNA flexibility are, for example, manifest in the considerable decrease in DNA persistance length at high ionic strength (29) . The important point is that while CAP molecules could bridge solenoidal DNA of any radius consistent with appropriate alignment of major grooves on adjacent coils (i.e., at 30-A intervals), the observed complex corresponds to a coil of minimum radius. This implies that CAP binding induces the DNA conformational transition and that the interaction energy of CAP binding compensates for the DNA deformation energy associated with supercoil formation.
Functional significance of CAP-induced supercoil formation
In the presence ofthe allosteric effector cyclic AMP, CAP binds specifically to recognition sequences near the promoters for several gene operons in E. coli. This specific CAP-DNA interaction facilitates binding of RNA polymerase at an adjacent site, subsequently initiating gene transcription (7) (8) (9) (10) . An observation of particular relevance in the current context is that CAPinduced RNA polymerase binding is greatly potentiated in supercoiled DNA (6, 21) . As shown in Fig. 4 , underwound closedcircular DNA has alternative superhelical conformations, a right-coiled interwound form (a) and a left-coiled solenoidal form (c). The energetic preference for the right-coiled interwound form is a consequence of the fact that this arrangement minimizes the local twist deformation in the supercoiled DNA associated with closure ofan underwound circular DNA duplex (31, 32) . However, the apparent binding behavior observed in the nonspecific CAP-DNA complexes suggests that CAP binding may induce the formation of a left-handed solenoidal coil in a localized region ofDNA with right-handed interwound conformation ( Figs. 2b and 4b ). That is, binding of CAP to DNA effects a redistribution of twist strain energy that results in an altered conformation of the DNA (see Fig. 5 ). The dependency of CAP-induced solenoidal coil formation on the underwound supercoiled state of the DNA suggests that this conformational change is associated with compensatory local alterations in DNA writhe and twist (31, 32) . In this case ALk may remain constant when -AW = AT, in which Lk, W, and Tare, respectively, the linkage; writhing, and twist values of the DNA. Such a compensatory change in local DNA conformation is indeed suggested by recent experiments by Kolb and Buc (21) The most energetically favorable conformation for an underwound closed circular DNA duplex is the right-interwound supercoiled form shown in a. However, this is in equilibrium with a lefthanded solenoidal form shown in c. It is proposed that the binding of CAP induces a local conformational transition between these forms, to produce a localized solenoidal arrangement (b) whose detailed structure is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2 . Note that this interconversion reflects a compensatory alteration in DNA writhe and twist, so that the alternative conformations (a, b, and c) have constant linkage numbers.
FIG. 5.
Owing to the helical twist of DNA, side chains of an a-helix (which is basically a cylindrical object) can interact with sequence-specific features in the DNA major groove over region of four to seven base pairs. For example, side chain groups of the a-helix might form hydrogen-bonded pairs spanning four residues, which over a limited region could form specific complementary hydrogen-bonding interactions with exposed base pair edges in the major groove. An interesting feature of this interaction pattern is-thatit improves as the DNA either bends or becomes untwisted-i.e., as the major groove better approximates a cylindrical surface complementary to the a-helix surface. This occurs owing both to better geometric correspondence between the DNA base pair rise and the groups of the a-helix and to more extended interaction between the a-helix and the DNA. Such interactions may therefore result in both untwisting and coiling of the DNA duplex, or what is geometrically equivalent, a compensatory alteration in DNA writhe and twist. This is a chiral effect-i.e., an extended interaction between the right-handed DNA helical groove and an a-helix requires the a-helix to assume a right-supercoiled conformation. Conversely, straightening the a-helix while preserving the major groove interactions requires the DNA to assume a left-supercoiled conformation. that CAP binding to nicked DNA, followed by ligation, is associated with only small changes in DNA linkage number.
Discussion
The present model envisions CAP binding to sequentially noncontiguous regions of DNA. Previous models, in contrast, have suggested that CAP binds to successive major grooves, ofeither right-handed (33) or left-handed (6) DNA. Although the subsequent CAP structure determination appears to rule out a model involving equivalent interactions between CAP monomers and contiguous major grooves in right-handed DNA (6), both models appear equally consistent with DNA "protection" experiments. Moreover, an important feature of both models was an implied specific interaction between equivalent CAP monomer domains and corresponding dyad symmetric DNA sequences. These properties are considered further in the context of the present model.
Various DNA modification and digestion studies show that CAP binding alters the DNA reactivity over a region spanning Biophysics: Salemme Proc. NatL Acad. Sci. USA 79 (1982) 1l/2-2 DNA helical turns (10, (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) . These regions of modified reactivity presumably incorporate particular sequences that confer CAP binding specificity. As shown in Fig. 5 , an optimized interaction between an a-helix and sequence-specific features exposed in the DNA major grooves suggests a recognition sequence of some four to seven base pairs. Indeed, sequence comparisons (33, 36, 38) of a number of CAP binding sites in the lac (34, 38) , ara (10) , and gal (36) operons show a common sequence of 5'-T-G-T-G-A-3'. Nevertheless, the occurrence of this consensus sequence in inverted form, where it would present an equivalent dyad-related site in an adjacent DNA major groove, is not a feature common to the known CAP binding sites. While this may reflect some flexibility in nature ofthe CAP-DNA interaction as manifest in its nonspecific binding properties (20, 21) , it rules out the possibility of exactly equivalent interactions between CAP monomers and features presented in successive DNA major grooves of the apparent CAP binding sites (33) .
However, sequence and modification studies on both the lac (34, 38) and ara (10) operons show the presence ofa second CAP binding site, whereas inspection of regions surrounding CAP sites in these and other genes show the recurrence of the same or similar consensus sequences as both direct and inverted repeats (36, 37) . The relevance of these observations to the present model is made clearer by Fig. 6. Fig. 6a corresponds to a linear stretch of duplex DNA, which for illustrative purposes is shown to incorporate two dyad-symmetric CAP binding sites (a situation best approximated in lac) (38) . As shown in Fig. 6 b-d, formation of a solenoidal coil can allow CAP bridging interactions with these sites in a number of different ways. Note, however, that the specific a-helix-major groove interactions differ in these arrangements, b and d incorporating different, but symmetric helix-groove interactions, and c incorporating asymmetric helix-groove interactions (i.e., the relative NH2to COOH-terminal senses of the a-helices differ for the two groove interactions). Thus, it may be that only arrangement b incorporates both. This would imply different interaction energies for these arrangements. Although these may be functionally relevant, actual sequences (as described in the text) generally differ from the idealized arrangement and typically exhibit CAP consensus elements that allow the formation of energetically equivalent interactions (e.g., when the sequences in the consensus grooves are palindromic) for different groove registration patterns. Such alternative arrangements result in different accessibilities to sequences adjacent bound CAP molecules and so may provide the basis for control mechanisms in which CAP interacts or competes with other DNA binding proteins. or d is a functionally significant interaction allowing equivalent helix-groove interactions. This is in no way inconsistent with observed alterations in DNA susceptibility to chemical modification, because CAP-DNA interactions of any one helix-groove symmetry could account for the observed protection patterns in the short DNA pieces used in such studies.
CAP binding to DNA in the manner presented in Fig. 6 b or d suggests a particularly simple resolution of a controversy concerning how CAP activates transcription by RNA polymerase. The basic question concerns whether or not CAP promotes polymerase binding and transcription by direct protein association on the DNA or, alternatively, CAP binding induces some propagated DNA conformational alteration that promotes polymerase binding in the absence of direct interprotein contact (5; 33) . The origin of this controversy lies in the observation that the apparent CAP binding sites in different catabolite-sensitive operons are situated at various sequential positions relative to the initiation sites of gene transcription (10, (34) (35) (36) . However, CAP-induced supercoil formation provides a means for bringing sequentially separated DNA regions into close physical proximity. The present model suggests that CAP-induced supercoil formation can allow the formation of equivalent and specific CAP-RNA polymerase interactions irrespective of the length of the intervening linear DNA sequences. Moreover, the solenoidal coil formed on CAP association constitutes a structurally unique site on the DNA where it is partially unwound (31) , an established factor in the potentiation of binding and transcription by RNA polymerase (6, 39) .
Although Fig. 6 depicts an arrangement of equivalent dyadsymmetric binding sites, the actual sequences (as described above) show variations in the' proximity of CAP binding sites. This suggests that CAP can interact alternatively with different operons that result in formation of solenoidal coils of different radii. More interesting, however, is the possibility that CAP can interact alternatively with a given operon. Here the observation of interest is that catabolite-sensitive operons frequently incorporate CAP consensus or related sequences either as direct repeats or imbedded in slightly longer palindromic sequences (33) . The effect of either of these occurrences is to provide alternative modes of specific CAP-DNA association with a given operon. For example, ifeach consensus sequence in Fig. 6were palindromic, the specific a-helix-groove interactions would become independent of helix sense, and helix-groove interactions shown for all arrangements in Fig. 6 would become equivalent. The point ofthis simplest-case example is to illustrate that these alternative groove registration patterns result in differing accessibilities of adjacent DNA sequences, CAP consensus sites, or both. This property is of interest because it is known that CAP acts in concert with several other regulatory proteins, whose apparent recognition sequences overlap CAP binding sites and which are involved in the differential control of gene transcription (5, 10) . In other words, a given operon may provide specific binding sites allowing CAP to bind to a number of alternative coiled DNA configurations that differ in their relative major groove registration patterns. The selection of a particular CAP binding pattern may therefore depend upon the presence or absence of additional effector proteins binding to adjacent DNA sequences, as proposed, for example, in the bidirectional control oftranscription in the ara operon (10). Conversely, the observed variations in the arrangement ofCAP consensus sequences in different operons may reflect adaptations of a common CAP functional role to different requirements associated with the differential control ofthese genes' expression. These observations suggest that the repetitive and symmetrical sequence properties seen in many operators do not simply reflect binding sites for dimeric proteins but instead form the basis 5266 Biophysics: Salemme Proc. Natd Acad. Sci. USA 79 (1982) 5267 of a switching mechanism operative in the differential control of gene transcription.
In summary, it is proposed that CAP binding in vivo results in a redistribution of twist-strain energy in underwound DNA. This is associated with a compensatory alteration of DNA twist and writhe and the corresponding production of a structurally unique site for polymerase binding. In this sense CAP can be viewed as an allosteric effector of a conformational change dependent on the supercoiled state of the DNA (40) . Conversely, repressor molecules such as cro, which are proposed to interact with successive grooves in DNA (1), might be viewed as negative allosteric effectors of the DNA conformational change associated with gene expression, as previously suggested (6) .
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